226	CONTRACTS
Position     It is important to observe the impact upon the arbitration
inthecasesl Q£ tkjs principle which relegates any issue affecting the
Arbitration      ,.,	.*•**•	i	i	<••<•
cases valid creation of a contract to the proper law as objectively
ascertained. The danger here is a tendency to attribute too
wide an operation to the maxim qui elegit judicem elegit jus.2 It
must be restricted to questions other than one concerned with
the existence of a valid obligation. Had the parties, for instance,
in The Assunzione* arranged for arbitration in England, the
arbitrator, if called upon to decide whether agreement had been
prevented by operative mistake, would have been bound to
determine that particular matter in accordance with the law of
Italy. In one case, a contract, by which Scottish merchants
agreed to buy from merchants of Hong Kong certain parcels
or sugar to be shipped from Java to Bombay, contained a clause
that any dispute should be settled by arbitration in London,
At any rate superficially this transaction had no factual con-
nexion with England, yet the House of Lords held that by
virtue of the arbitration clause the proper law was English.4
The dispute between the parties concerned the dates at which
shipments had been made, and the decision is therefore no
authority upon the identity of the law to govern questions of
formation. Indeed, Lord Dunedin was careful to say: 'That
does not mean that everything that would have to be decided
would necessarily be decided by English law. It means that the
underlying law was the law of England/5
The Torn; That the valid creation of an obligation is not a matter to be
/referred to any law that the parties may please to select is borne
/ out by the decision of the Court of jlppeal in The Torni.6 In
I that case:	' * "	"
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^/Oranges were shipped at Jaffa upon an Estonian ship for carriage to
Hull. The bills of lading, signecfat Jaffa by the directors of a Palestinian
company, each provided that: 'This bill of lading, wherever signed, is
to be construed according to English law.' A Palestinian Ordinance
provided that every bill of lading issued in Palestine should contain a
clause subjecting it to the Hague Rules and that failing such a clause it
should be deemed to be subject to them. In the instant case the clause
was omitted.
1 Supra, pp. 221-2.	2 Supra, p. 222.	3 Supra, p. 220.
4 N* F. Kwik ego Tong Handel Maatsckappij v. James IMay & Co., [1927]
A.C. 604. The contract was not wholly unconnected with England, since it pro-
vided that a confirmed credit should be opened there; see counsel's statement at
p. 605.
* Ibid,, at p. 608.
' [1932] P- 27; affirmed 78. Criticized by Kahn-Freund, op. cit, p. 43.
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